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ABSTRACT
This review summarizes recent information concerning the pharmacological and toxicological significance of the flavin-containing monooxygenases
(FMOs). FMOs are a family of microsomal enzymes involving in the oxygenation of certain xenobiotics and drugs containing nucleophilic heteroatoms.
The activities of FMOs in drug metabolism and their relationships with diseases are the areas of research requiring further exploration. Future
studies on FMOs may provide considerable information about the pathophysiology of diseases and the information related to this enzyme family
may be important for drug designs in future.
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ÖZ
Bu derlemede flavin-içeren monooksijenazların (FMO) farmakolojik ve toksikolojik önemi ile ilgili güncel bilgiler özetlenmiştir. FMO’lar nükleofilik
hetereatom içeren ksenobiyotiklerin ve ilaçların oksidasyonuna katılan mikrozomal bir enzim ailesidir. FMO’ların ilaç metabolizmasındaki etkinlikleri
ve hastalıklarla olan ilişkileri, daha fazla araştırılması gereken alanlardır. FMO’lar üzerine yapılacak olan araştırmalar hastalıkların patofizyolojisi
hakkında önemli bilgiler sağlayabilir ve bu enzim ailesi ile ilgili bilgiler gelecekte, ilaç tasarımları için önemli olabilir.
Anahtar kelimeler: Flavin monooksijenazlar, mikrozomal enzimler, faz 1 reaksiyonları

INTRODUCTION
All organisms are exposed unavoidably to chemicals (or
xenobiotics such as drugs, pesticides, industrial chemicals,
pollutants) with increasing industrialization and changing living
conditions. Water-soluble of these chemicals are eliminated
via the kidneys directly, whereas some chemical compounds
are not suitable for renal excretion and lipophilic chemicals
are converted to more hydrophilic forms by biotransformation.
Increasing hydrophilicity of chemicals makes their excretion
more efficient. Enzymes in catalyzing biotransformation
reactions are generally divided into two groups, called phase 1
and phase 2. Cytochrome P450 (CYP450) and flavin-containing
monooxygenases (FMOs) are the most important enzymes of
phase 1 reactions.1
FMO enzymes are believed to protect organisms against
xenobiotics in early environment such as CYP450 enzyme
family.2 Mammalian FMO enzymes from pig liver microsomes
were first described in the 1970s by Ziegler and Poulsen.3
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Biochemical properties of FMOs were described largely by
Ziegler and Poulsen.3 As a result, for some time, this enzyme was
known as Ziegler’s enzyme. In the 1980s, pulmonary and hepatic
forms of FMOs were exhibited distinct differences with regard to
enzyme properties and substrate specificity.4 Researchers have
been knowledged about the structural, functional and regulatory
aspects of FMOs since 1990.5 Despite this progress, knowledge
about FMOs is still insufficient.

Catalytic Mechanism of flavin-containing monooxygenases
FMO is a flavoprotein containing a single flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD), as a prosthetic group. The microsomal
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and
molecular oxygen-dependent FMOs catalyze the oxidative
metabolism of a wide variety of xenobiotics, including
nucleophilic nitrogen-, sulfur-, phosphorous-, and seleniumheteroatoms. FMOs displayed activity toward a broad range
of substrates consisting of phosphines, hydrazines, sulfides,
selenides, iodide, boron-containing compounds and primary,
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secondary, and tertiary amines.6 FMOs are responsible for
about 6% of all the phase 1 reactions, and therefore, about
2.5% of all metabolic reactions.7,8 These enzymes provide an
efficient detoxification system for xenobiotics, by converting
the lipophilic xenobiotics into polar, oxygenated, and readily
excreted metabolites.6,9
FMOs catalyze the oxidative metabolism clinically important
drug, including morphine, cocaine, nicotine, tamoxifen,
fluoxetine,
methimazole,
chlorpromazine,
imipramine,
benzydamin, itoprid and clozapine; environmental toxins,
including phorate, fonofos, aldicarb; endogenous substrates,
including triamine, trimethylamine, catecholamines, cysteamine
and methionine.10-13
FMO catalytic activity is quite different from the catalytic
activity of CYP450 enzymes. Unlike CYPs, C (4a) hydroxyperoxide, which is a stable intermadiate, is produced during the
catalytic cycle of FMOs. This intermediate product can remain
stable for hours at 4°C and can be observed as spectral. This
product is considered to be the form in which FMO exists in the
cell.10,13 The catalytic cycle of FMO are shown in Figure 1. In step
1 of FMO catalytic cycle, NADPH cofactor binds to the enzyme
and FAD is reduced by two electrons from NADPH. In step 2,
the reduced FAD reacts rapidly with molecular oxygen and
formation of flavin hydroxy-peroxide. Subsequently, the nucleophilic substrate is coupled with this intermadiate products. One
oxygen atom of molecular oxygen which reacts in the second
step binds to substrate and the oxidized form of the substrate
leaves the cycle. The other oxygen atom incorporated into H2OFMO is a monooxygenase. In the final step of FMO catalytic
cycle, followed by a slow reaction, NADP+ is released from the
enzyme. Disintegrated reaction of falcarindiol and released
reaction of NADP+ are thought to be the rate-limiting steps in
the catalytic cycle of FMOs. In either case, substrate binding
has no effect on Vmax.13

Comparison of flavin-containing monooxygenases and CYP450
These two enzyme families which take part in the oxidization
stages of phase 1 reactions resemble each other with respect to
needing NADPH and molecular oxygen for catalytic activities,

adding oxygen to the substrate during the reactions, having
similar molecular weights, being localized in the endoplasmic
reticulum in the cell, having the highest concentration in the
liver and substantial amount in the entry and excretion organs
for xenobiotics in the body such as lungs, skin, stomach,
intestines and kidneys, and having the similar chemicals as
substrates.13
In contrast to CYP450 gene family, FMO genes are expressed
with less number of genes.14 While most of the CYP450 enzymes
take part in synthesis and catabolism reactions, the synthesis
and catabolism reactions of FMOs are not clear except for the
xenobiotic metabolisms. Catalytic cycles of FMOs and CYPs are
significantly different from each other. For example, there is
no real binding between the FMO and the substrate during the
catalytic cycle of the FMO.13 Despite using the same substrates,
these enzymes usually create different products. In general,
FMO enzymes produce less toxic metabolites compared to the
CYP enzymes.15 There is a specific inhibitor for almost each
CYP450 enzyme, but there are no identified mechanism based
inhibitors for FMOs.16 FMO enzymes are more vulnerable to
heat than CYPs and they are active in higher optimal pHs.17
Unlike CYPs, FMOs are not easily induced with xenobiotics and
do not become inhibited.15 Despite not all, but for most drugs
and xenobiotics, FMOs most probably have a secondary role
compared to CYPs. While it is known that the number of FMOs
participating in the drug metabolism is less than that of CYPs,
the contribution of FMOs to the metabolism of drugs and other
xenobiotics is still not clearly described.13

Nomenclature
It is proposed that the emergence of FMO gene family is due
to a sequence of independent gene duplication. Human FMO
genes are located in two clusters in chromosome 1. The first
cluster is on the long branch of the chromosome 1 (q23-25) and
the second cluster lies on the other region of the chromosome
1; however this second region contains pseudogenes. Up
to now, a total of 5 FMOs, all of which are active, have been
identified in the mammals.18 FMOs with sequence similarities
of more than 40% are classified inside the same family such
as FMO1, FMO2 etc.19 The sequence similarity for the functional
human FMO forms (FMO1-FMO5) is in the 52-60% range. As an
exceptional case, there is a sequence similarity of 71% between
FMO3 and FMO6.20,21 The translation products of FMO genes
have a length of 532-558 amino acids. These products contain
highly protected FAD and NADPH regions.22 FMOs, which have
been named as flavin-mixed functional monooxygenases or
Ziegler’s enzyme, are now named in accordance with their
protein structures and FMO prefix is used in order to indicate
the genes.

Localization
and
monooxygenases

Figure 1. Catalytic cycle of flavin-containing monooxygenases13
NADPH: Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate, FAD: Flavin adenine
dinucleotide
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Among the FMO genes identified for bacteria to humans, the
research is mostly concentrated on those for mammals.23 The
presence of FMO has been shown in most species and tissues
mainly in liver, lung, kidney, intestine and brain tissue; and the
studies are focused specifically on the liver and kidney where
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xenobiotics are metabolized. In recent years, brain tissue has
become prominent in FMO research. The presence of FMO
has been detected in the human24, monkey25, rat26, and rabbit27
brains; and although low activity is reported for the brain FMOs,
it has been pointed out that for specific substrates and regional
concentrations, they have an important effect in the metabolism
of xenobiotics.28 Moreover, despite FMOs existing only in
microsomal fractions in the liver, they are also found in the
other intracellular fractions in the brain, besides microsomes.29
The tissue specific expressions of FMOs are quite diverse
between species. Hence studies on the rat brain FMOs are not
easily compatible for the understanding of the human brain
FMO enzyme activities and expressions.22
In some tissues, the FMO concentration is very high. For
example, FMOs constitute more than 10% of the total microsomal
proteins in the rabbit lungs. Considering the effect of FMOs on
the metabolism, this high concentration is essential in terms of
toxicological evaluations.30
FMO1 is the most common FMO in adult human kidney. Fetal
liver and small intestine expression of FMO1 is approximately
by 10-14 times less than the FMO1 expression in the adult
kidney. The lung FMO1 expression is approximately 2.8% of the
expression of FMO1 in kidney. The FMO1 expression in the brain
is less than 1% of FMO1 in kidney, and there is suppression for
the FMO1 expression in the brain after birth.
FMO2 is the dominant FMO type in the lungs and the FMO2
expression in the kidney is around 7 times less than that of
the lung. Liver FMO2 expression is approximately 2% of the
expression of FMO2 in lung. The FMO2 expression in the brain
is less than 1% of that of the lung, and the amount of FMO2 in
the brain is approximately the same for all age groups.
FMO3 is the most important FMO type in the liver and the level
of FMO3 in the lungs, kidney, fetal liver and small intestines
are 4.5%, 3.7%, 2.1% and 1% of the FMO3 level in the liver,
respectively. The FMO3 expression in the brain is less than 1%
of FMO3 in liver and does not change with age.
FMO4 is most commonly present in the liver and kidneys, and
the FMO4 expression in the fetal liver, small intestine and
lungs are approximately 10.9%, 10.8% and 7% of the liver FMO4
expression, respectively. The FMO4 expression in the brain is
less than 1% of that of the liver and does not change with age.
FMO5 is highly abundant in the adult liver and the amount
of FMO5 in the fetal liver, small intestine, kidney and lung is
18.8%, 12.8%, 9.8% and 4% of the amount of FMO5 in the liver,
respectively. The amount of FMO5 in the brain is less than
1% of the liver FMO3 amount and does not change with age.22
Contrary to the previous studies on the human FMO, it has been
reported that the hepatic FMO5 expression is equal to or larger
than FMO3 expression, and it is the dominant form of FMO in
the adult liver.31

Factors affecting flavin-containing monooxygenases
The results obtained from animal modeling and human studies
indicate that FMO can be regulated by physiological factors

such as age, gender, pregnancy, hormones, diet.32-35 Aside from
physiological factors, co-factor supply and external factors that
can affect the enzyme also have roles in the regulation of FMO
enzymes.

Age
In populations, the expressions of specific genes change
with the age and this in turn makes the understanding of the
impact of genes on aging and illnesses more essential. On the
other hand, it can be shown that a gene which increases in
abundance as the population ages can be protective over the
metabolism. For example, it has been shown that among FMO
types, human brain FMO1 genes have a different profile.36 In a
study where the expressions of different FMO expression were
investigated and the sample was divided into five groups based
on age, it has been reported that the brain FMO1 expression
is lower than that of other tissues, that there is a significant
difference observed between the prenatal 17-21 week old
samples and other three postnatal samples (0-8 months, 1039 years, 40-70 years old), and that the expression of FMO1 in
the brain is suppressed after birth.37 However, no significant
difference has been encountered before and after birth for the
cases of other FMO forms aside from FMO1 (FMO2, FMO3,
FMO4 and FMO5).

Gender
The effect of gender on the human FMO function has not been
clearly identified. In some of the studies conducted, this factor
has been investigated, however with the existing knowledge it
does not seem possible to determine the impact of this factor
on the FMO function. In a study based on the own accounts of
sample individuals, it has been reported that trimethylaminuria
caused by FMO3 enzyme deficiency is observed more in woman
individuals.38 In the study, it has been additionally reported
that the reason for this case is the emergence of a temporary
trimethylaminuria during menstruation in some women,
although not in all women, induced by functional changes in
FMO3.39

Diet
The gastrointestinal system naturally functions with the direct
intake of food. If nutrition happens through direct infusion to
the systemic circulation, some pathophysi-ologic changes
occur due to bypassing of processes (e.g. intestinal absorption,
etc.) in the system. Enzymes that are active in the xenobiotic
metabolism are also affected by these changes. A study shows
that in the rats that have been fed intravenously show 25%
decrease in CYP450 content and 40-55% decrease in the
CYP functional activity compared to the rats that have been
fed orally.40 In another study, it has been revealed that the
FMO4 immunoreactivity is increased in rats that have been fed
intravenously.34
It is known that FMOs, which are one of the enzymes active in
xenobiotics metabolism, in general can be affected by diet, and
with more research data on the subject, the effect of diet can be
more clearly understood.
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The relationship of flavin-containing monooxygenases and
diseases
FMO enzymes are highly polymorphic, and this aspect is important on
the metabolic events that the enzymes are active in. Polymorphisms
in the FMOs can change the enzyme activity. Therefore, the FMOs
can be associated with diseases via metabolism of chemicals.
The primary disease associated directly with FMO is “Fish Odor
Syndrome” (trimethylaminuria). Trimethylamine smells like rotten
fish, and it is excreted after being transformed to an odorless
N-oxide form in the human liver by FMO3. Some polymorphisms
in the FMO3 gene causes functional loss and malfunctions occur
in the trimethylamine metabolism. In patients with this syndrome,
especially sweat, urine and breath have the rotten fish odor.13,38
There is yet no cure for the syndrome; however, the strength of the
odor can be reduced by avoiding certain types of food such as fish,
eggs, etc. and with antibiotics treatment.
Another disease associated with FMOs is hypertension.
Especially the results of studies conducted on fish indicate
that FMO can have a role in regulating the blood pressure
by participating in the metabolism of organic osmolites or
substances that take part in regulating the blood pressure.38
In the studies where it is argued that there is a correlation
between FMO enzymes and diabetes, it has been shown that
the hepatic FMO activity in animal models increases in insulin
dependent and non-insulin dependent diabetes. In this respect,
it has also been reported that increase in FMO activity can be
observed in obese or overweight individuals.41,42
FMO enzymes are also associated with other diseases such as
hemochromatosis,43 gastrointestinal system diseases and colon
cancer;44 and it has been reported that there is a significant
relation between smoking and FMO enzymes.22,45

Role of flavin-containing monooxygenases in drug design
The effect of FMOs on the metabolism of drugs and other
xenobiotics are still not clearly defined. Especially in the phase
1 reactions in drug metabolism, CYP450 enzymes have a
significant dominance.
The number of FMO mediated drug metabolisms is far less than
CYPs, and these enzymes are less stable than CYPs in the lack of
NADPH and at high temperatures. Despite these disadvantages, the
fact that FMO is not easily induced and inhibited by environmental
chemicals may be essential in terms of drug reactions. On the
other hand, the number of adverse drug-drug interactions can
be reduced by increasing the contribution of FMO in the drug
metabolism. By adding functional groups that are oxidized by
FMO to the produced drugs can both decrease the dependency on
CYP450 metabolism and reduce the number of adverse drug-drug
interactions. Furthermore, while there are specific inhibitors for
each CYP450 enzyme, there are only limited number of inhibitors
for FMOs, which can pose as an advantage in drug manufacturing.
Oxidation metabolism of a specific drug depends on the
enzyme activity and relatively on the amount in the tissue or
organ in which the metabolism takes place. Moreover, even if
the activities of CYP2D6 and FMO3 enzymes against a drug
are the same, taking the amounts in the liver into consideration,
the contribution of FMO3 in the metabolism of that drug is
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considered to be higher. However, under in vivo conditions, it
is extremely difficult to determine precisely the contribution of
the relative contribution of FMO to the metabolism of drug.13

CONCLUSION
In recent years, the number of studies on the metabolism of
xenobiotics has substantially increased. By revealing the
unknown properties of FMO, one of the phase 1 enzymes, more
information about the biotransformation of xenobiotics can be
obtained. In addition, when compared to CYP450 in terms of
drug design, FMO enzymes may provide substantial advantage
since they are not easily affected by chemicals, and there are
low number of adverse drug-drug interactions due to their
genetic polymorphisms and inhibitions.
Conflict of Interest: No conflict of interest was declared by the
authors.
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